NONMETALLIC AIR DUCTS AND CONNECTORS

Nonmetallic air duct connectors are not approved for installation in any occupancy in the County of Los Angeles. Listed Class Zero or Class One, air ducts may be installed in any occupancy. ICC or UL listing is considered acceptable. UL listed air duct markings should include the name and/or symbol of Underwriters Laboratories together with the word “Listed,” a control number, and the words “air duct material” “Class Zero” or “Class One”. This marking should also include the manufacturer’s name and the maximum air duct velocity allowed. If the word “connector” appears any place in the marking or label, the duct is not acceptable. These ducts must be installed in accordance with the terms of their listing which should be included in the manufacturer’s installation instructions.

Supercedes MCM 603.2 (1/96).

Kaveh Razavi
Chief Mechanical Inspector
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